**SPROTEK 10 Piece Network Installation Tool Kit**

**MODEL CODE**
TC-NWK10

**CONTAINS**
- Multi-Modular Plug Crimps, Strips And Cuts Tool
- Punch Down Tool With 66 & 110/88 Blades
- UTP/STP Wire Stripper & Cutter
- Utility Knife
- 4.5” Diagonal Cutting Pliers
- 2-In-1 Reversible Screwdriver
- PH1 & SL5.0
- LAN Cable Tester
- Blow Mold Case

**SPROTEK 11 Piece Electricians Repair Tool Kit**

**MODEL CODE**
TC-ELE11

**CONTAINS**
- 7 PCS 1000V Electrical Insulated Screwdriver
- (1/2,5x25mm
- (1/3,0x100mm
- (1/5,5x125mm
- (1/6,5x150mm
- (+)PH0x60mm
- (+)PH1x80mm
- (+)PH2x100mm
- 6” Insulated Long Nose Pliers
- 6” Insulated Side Cutter
- 7” Insulated Combination Pliers
- Durable Zippered Storage Case

**SPROTEK 33 Piece PC Repair Tool Kit**

**MODEL CODE**
TC-33

**CONTAINS**
- 1/8” Slotted Screwdriver
- PH0 Phillips Screwdriver
- 3 Claw Parts Retriever
- Tweezers
- Chip Extractor
- Chip Inserter(14-16 pin ICs)
- 10pcs Cable Ties
- 5” Long Nose Pliers
- 4.5” Side Cutter
- Reversible Ratchet Handle
- Spare Parts Tube
- 5 pcs Torque: T8, T10, T15, T20, T25
- 2 pcs Slotted: 4, 6mm
- 2 pcs Philips: PH1, PH2
- 1 pc Adapter Bit for Socket
- 2 pcs Socket: 1/4”, 3/16”
- Extension Holder
- Durable Zippered Storage Case

**SPROTEK 56 Piece Computer Tool Kit**

**MODEL CODE**
TC-56

**CONTAINS**
- Reversible Ratchet Handle
- 5pcs Socket Set: 6, 7, 8, 9, 10mm
- 4pcs Square: 50, 51, 52, 53
- 5pcs Star: T8, T10, T15, T20, T25
- 2pcs Slotted: 4mm, 6mm
- 2pcs Philips: PH1, PH2
- PC Bit Adaptor for Socket
- Bit Holder
- 9pcs Allen Wrenches
- 6pcs Precision Screwdriver Set
- Soldering Iron
- IC Extractor
- 5” Wire Cutter / Stripper
- 4.5” Side Cutter
- 5” Long Nose Pliers
- Solder Reel
- Solder Wick
- Flashlight
- Battery
- Knife
- 3-Claw Parts Retriever
- Reverse Action Tweezers